In quantum mechanics, the only known quantitative index describing state transition process is the occupation probability. In this paper, we propose three new quantitative indices, namely, complex transition trajectory, quantum potential, and total quantum energy, to give an elaborate description of state-transition behavior, which otherwise cannot be manifested in terms of occupation probability. The new quantitative indices and the nonlinear dynamics governing quantum transition behavior are derived from the quantum Hamilton mechanics that provides a unified description of the entire transition process from an initial state to a final state via an entangled state. Under the framework of quantum Hamilton mechanics, state transition behavior, which was originally represented by the probabilistic view, can now be described deterministically in terms of the continuity of total energy, of quantum potential, and of complex trajectory. The proposed nonlinear analysis of transition behavior is then applied to harmonic oscillator, entangled free-particle motion, and hydrogen atom to demonstrate the usefulness of the new quantitative indices in characterizing the progression of state transition process.
Introduction
The last three decades have witnessed growing importance on the research of quantum entanglement, which is the core of many applications, such as quantum computation, quantum teleportation, quantum communication, dense coding and chemical reaction control, etc [1] [2] [3] . Entanglement is a characteristic of quantum mechanics, describing correlations between quantum systems and having no exact classical analog [4] , Transition between two discrete states has ever been described by two-state models under certain conditions [5] . Several studies [6, 7] have suggested the feasibility of classical entanglement model by examining the classical analog of entanglement through Bohmian mechanics [8, 9] .
On deriving the nonlinear dynamics governing state transition behavior, one is confronted with the problem of how to describe quantum system deterministically. In this aspect, a number of issues have appeared on attempting to connect quantum mechanics to classical mechanics. Under the framework of E-infmity Cantorian spacetime [10] [11] [12] , quantum motion may be modeled as deterministic chaos. On the other hand, the concept of complex canonical coordinates had been proposed in an early work to search for the connection between classical and quantum mechanics [13] . Relation between Hamilton-Jacobi (H-J) formalism and quantum mechanics was discussed later [14, 15] . Meanwhile, some researchers focused on the trajectories in complex domain [16, 17] . Recently, a substantial body of researches documents the necessity of representing quantum world in complex domain along the line of non-Hermitian Hamiltonian approach, wherein the conditions of PT symmetry, pseudo-Hermiticity and CPT symmetry have been proposed in sequence to guarantee real spectral energy for complex Hamiltonian [18, 19] , A thorough study of the role of complex Hamiltonian in quantum mechanics further led to the groundwork of quantum Hamilton mechanics. It has been shown [20] that quantum mechanics becomes a part of analytical mechanics and can be treated integrally with classical mechanics, if one extends Hamilton mechanics to complex domain. With this complex extension, a formal proof of the quantization axiom ρ > ρ = -iftV , which is the kernel in constructing quantum-mechanical systems, becomes a one-line corollary of Hamilton mechanics [21] . The derivation of quantum operators from quantum Hamilton mechanics is coordinate independent and thus allows us to derive quantum operators directly under any coordinate system without transforming back to Cartesian coordinates.
The quantum Hamilton equations of motion derived from the quantum H-J theory had been used to explain the origin of the shell structure and the quantum force existing in the hydrogen atom [22] , to explain the internal mechanism producing wave-particle duality and the formation of the interference fringes [23] , to reveal the spin trajectory of a free electron moving in a constant magnetic field [24] , and to find complex trajectories in tunneling [25] and in harmonic oscillator [26] . In this paper, we shall point out that by extending to a complex domain, the Hamilton equations of motion provides a unified description of an entire state transition process by smoothly connecting the quantum motions before, during, and after the transition process.
In the following sections, quantum Hamilton mechanics will be applied to derive the nonlinear dynamics for the transition processes occurring in harmonic oscillator, entangled free motion, and in hydrogen atom; meanwhile, several new quantitative indices measuring the progression of the transition process will be revealed. Furthermore, the de Broglie-Bohm (dBB) trajectory interpretation [8, 9] for these three transition processes will be compared with the derived Hamilton trajectories to examine the validity and the limitation of the dBB approach.
Nonlinear Dynamics in Entangled States
Consider a quantum transition process starting from the initial eigenstate ψ ί (q) and ending in the final eigenstate . The entire transition process can be described by the following time-dependent wavefunction
where the time histories of the occupation probabilities α*(ί)α,·(t) and a*j(t)aj(t) are useful quantitative indices measuring the progression of the transition process whose completion is confirmed by the conditions α*(ήα,Ιή0 and a f (t)a f {t)->\ , as t-^tj·. The aim of this paper is to show that apart from the occupation probability afforded by the wavefunction Ψ(/,ς), exact nonlinear dynamics governing the transition process can also be derived from , which will provide us with the detailed force interaction within the entangled state, with the internal mechanism underlying the state transition process, and with several new quantitative indices measuring the progression of the transition process. The nonlinear dynamics involved in the entangled state Ψ(/,ς) can be derived from the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi (H-J) formulation of quantum mechanics. By expressing Ψ(ί,ς) in terms of the action function SX^q) as
we can transform the Schrödinger equation (2.11) which explicitly characterizes the interaction between the externally applied force -ÖV / dq and the intrinsic quantum force -dQ/dq in the entangled state T(/,q) as the system evolves from the initial eigenstate ^(q) to the final eigenstate ψq) . It is noted that the information regarding force interaction is not available in the conventional treatment of state transition by using occupation probability.
Another important index measuring the evolution of the transition process is the system's total energy. When the applied potential V before and after the state transition process is independent of time, the resulting eigenfunction has a separable form as expressed in Eq.(2.1) The quantum H-J equation (2.5) then reduces to an energy conservation law
For the transition process described by Eq.(2.1), the total energy Η is a constant E i and E f , respectively, in the initial eigenstate ψ) (t < 0) and in the final eigenstate ψ f (t>tj·); during the transition process (0 <t <t j), Η is a time-varying function as prescribed by Eq.(2.6). Therefore, the variation of the Hamiltonian Η provides a useful index measuring the evolution of the transition process. With the lack of the accompanying Hamiltonian, neither total energy nor force action can be defined behind the dBB guidance condition (2.19). The validity of this guidance condition has another limitation that when applied to a real eigenstate with phase S B -0, it will always yield a motionless particle p s = VS B = 0. This deficiency is also reflected in the fact that unlike the canonical momentum ρ , the dBB momentum p ß in Eq.(2.19) does not yield the correct momentum operator ρ. In the following three sections, quantum Hamilton mechanics will be applied to derive the nonlinear dynamics for the transition processes occurring in harmonic oscillator, entangled free motion, and in hydrogen atom; meanwhile, the dBB trajectories for these three transition processes will be compared with the Hamilton trajectories to examine the validity and the limitation of the dBB approach.
Nonlinear Transition Dynamics in Harmonic Oscillator
We first analyze state transition behavior in a harmonic oscillator starting from the ground state y/ Q via an entangled state and ending in the first excited state ψ χ , described by the following wavefunction 
Complex trajectory in the time range τ < 0 is just the eigen-trajectory for the ground state (n = 0), which has a simple solution: Because before and after the transition process, the total energy Η is a constant, the value of Η provides us a decisive criterion to judge whether the transition is complete.
Also shown in Fig.lb is the dBB trajectory, which is found to be a horizontal line by noting that the substitution of the wavefunction (3.1) into Eq.(2.19) results in wq B =p B =0. In other words, dBB approach predicts that the harmonic oscillator does not oscillate in the two eigen-states η = 0 and η = 1, and also in their entangled state, indicating that the state transition behavior is not fully reflected in the dBB trajectory. We may say that the dBB approach is not suitable for describing the transition process in the case of quantum systems whose wavefunctions have a constant phase independent of spatial coordinates.
Quantum motion is mainly originated in the quantum potential Q. Without the action of Q, it can be seen from Eq. In Fig.2 , we demonstrate the distribution of P Total along the real axis x R at six time instants during the state transition process from the ground state at τ = 0 to the first excited state at τ = 1. As shown, the total potential undergoes a continuous change from the -"j parabolic shape F Total =1/2 +χ /2 at r = 0 to the symmetric two-minimum shape F Tota) = 1 / 2 + (x 2 -+-1 / 3c 2 ) / 2 at τ = 1. Knowing the shape of F Total at some instant therefore allows us to identify the related stage of the state transition process. Fig.3 illustrates a surface plot of V Tolal over the complex plane χ = x R + i3c ;
at six time instants during state. In comparison with the 2D plots in Fig.2 , which is evaluated at Xj =0, the 3D surface plots show that the total potential is sensitive to the change of the imaginary position χ,, especially in the vicinity of the origin. Fig.2 The distribution of total potentials of a harmonic oscillator along the real axis x R at six time instants during state transition process from the ground state at τ = 0 to the first excited state at τ = 1.
The total potential undergoes a change starting from the parabolic shape Fig.2 , which is evaluated at x, = 0, the 3D surface plots show that the total potential is sensitive to the change of the imaginary position x, in the vicinity of the origin.
Entangled Motions of Free Particle
Quantum motions of free particle in an entangled left-moving and right-moving state have been studied in [23] 
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x(r 0 ) = x 0 eC, 0<r<l. In other words, if a free particle has no imaginary motion, then its Hamilton trajectory is entirely identical to its dBB trajectory. Because a free particle is still subjected to the action of the Hamilton quantum potential Q, which is a complex-valued function, its imaginary motion Xj is in general not zero. The only situation that a free particle is also free from the action of Q is the motion in the eigenstate
. In this special case, if the initial values x, (0) and x t (0) are also both zero, then x 7 (r) is entirely zero, and x r (t) and x b (t) are coincide. This is just the case we observe in Fig.4b in the time interval -1 < 7" < 0 . Free particle moving in entangled state is subjected to quantum potential Q, which can be determined by inserting Ψ Ργ66 from Eq. becomes very different. In this case, the free particle enters the entangled state with a nonzero χ,, which produces a great deviation from the Bohm's trajectory. as depicted in Fig.4b . However, it must be emphasized that χ Β (τ) may deviate greatly from X R (T) if the free particle has a significant imaginary motion X 7 (T) . To illustrate this point, we consider a different initial position (x R , x,) = (0,1) in Fig.4d , which shows that the resulting time responses of x r (t) and χ Β (τ) becomes very different. In this case, the free particle enters the entangled state with a significant imaginary motion Xj (0) = 1, which then produces a Hamilton trajectory x r (t) very distinct from the dBB trajectory. We have seen in the case of harmonic oscillator that total energy serves as an effective index of measuring the evolution of transition process. However, for the present case of free particle motion, total energy is not suitable for this purpose, because total energy remains the same in the entire transition process, as can be Electron's quantum dynamics in the eigenstates of a hydrogen atom can be modeled exactly by quantum Hamilton equations (2.8) via which electron's trajectory has been obtained deterministically and found compatible with the probability interpretation of standard quantum mechanics [22] , In this section the same Hamilton equations of motion (2.8) will be applied to analyze the transition behavior of an electron as it undergoes a transition from the 1 s state to the 2s state in a hydrogen atom. This transition process is described by the following wavefunction: Fig.5a with ω set to 2. It can be seen that the Is occupation probability P\ approaches to zero and meanwhile, the 2s occupation probability P 2 approaches to one, when the Is ->2s transition process is complete at time
Solving the two-level transition problem within the framework of quantum Hamilton mechanics allows us to track the transition by observing the evolution of the classical quantities, such as trajectory, momentum and energy. Fig.5b , where it can be seen that the transition trajectory in the entangled state connects smoothly with the initial Is eigen-trajectory at / = 0 and with the final 2s eigen-trajectory at t = π / 4 . When dBB trajectory is exploited to describe the same transition process, we are confronted with the difficulty that the electron in the Is and 2s state is found to be motionless. Fig. 5c , which shows the radial variation of the real part of F Total during the transition process. As can be seen, the total potential has a two-shell structure in the 2s state and has only one shell for the Is state. With this distinction in mind, we can track the continuous change of the total potential by focusing on the vicissitudes of its Is and 2s components along the transition process.
Moreover, the course of the transition from the Is state to the 2s state can be distinguished by looking at the energy transfer along the transition process. Dimensionless Hamiltonian has the form Η H(t)= , . (5.4) , it can be shown that before the transition t < 0, the hydrogen atom is in the Is state and has a total energy stationary at Η(Γ) = Ε ι =-l/l 2 =-1 , while after the transition Τ > π !{2ω), it is in the 2s state with a total energy stationary at H{t) = E 2 = -1 / 2 2 = -1 / 4 . During the transition period 0 < t < π /(2ώ) , the total energy Η is a continuous function of time t with initial value H(Q>) = -\ and final value Η(π/2ω) = -1 / 4. Fig.5d captures this remarkable feature of the energy transfer from the Is state to the 2s state, and indicates that total energy is truly an effective index describing state transition behavior in hydrogen atom.
Conclusions
In this paper, the nonlinear dynamics governing state transition behavior in harmonic oscillator, in entangled free-particle motion, and in hydrogen atom have been derived under the framework of quantum Hamilton mechanics. The derived nonlinear quantum dynamics may be conceived of as the complex extension of the de Broglie-Bohm formulation of quantum mechanics by enlarging its validity and making it more compatible with the quantum-operator formalism. It is shown that the entire quantum motions before, during, and after the transition process can be described in a unified way so that quantum trajectory smoothly connecting an initial state to a final state via an entangled state can be solved from the same set of nonlinear Hamilton equations of motion. We point out that apart from the occupation probability afforded by a given transitional wavefunction T(/,q), exact nonlinear dynamics governing the transition process can also be extracted from Ψ(/,ς), which provides us with the detailed force interaction within the entangled state, with the internal mechanism underlying the state transition process, and with several new quantitative indices measuring the progression of the transition process, such as complex transition trajectory, Hamilton quantum potential, and total energy.
